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ABSTRACT

In this paper, Braille character recognition (BCR) module is proposed that translates a single side Braille documents into English text and voice signal to help blind peoples saving their documents and hear it whenever they need the module is consisting mainly of two stages: the preprocessing stage and the recognition stage. In the 1st stage different thresholds and mask sizes were tested, and then the preprocessed image will be used in the recognition stage. Modify Multi-Connect Architecture (MMCA) and Modify Bidirectional Associative Memory (MBAM) algorithms were used to get the English document. A comparison is made between the two algorithms to get the best results. The implemented (MMCA) algorithm achieved average accuracy for correct letters was 98.26%, average accuracy for correct words was 95.11% and average processing time around 11.5 sec per page, The implemented (MBAM) algorithm achieved average accuracy for correct letters was 91.87%, average accuracy for correct words was 51.26% and average processing time around 3.4 sec per page.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Braille system, derived in 1821 by Frenchman Louis Braille, is a method that is widely used by visually impaired people. Braille refers to an approach in which text is printed on a thick sheet of paper using special symbols representing the letters of the alphabet. A Braille Cell is composed of 6 dots arranged in three rows where each row consists of 2 columns. However in the early days, Braille used 8 dots to represent a character. Later it was reduced to 6 because a person could read only 6 dots comfortably in one touch[11], as shown in Figure1. The six positions of dots are coordinated to give no more 64 various braille characters. These punctuate are written using a specialized machine [2].Braille Character Recognition (BCR) is a technique to determine and recognize Braille document stored in an image, such as a jpeg, jpg, tiff or a gif image, and transform the text into a coded machine form such as text file [4].
Each arrangement of dots is known as a cell and will consist of at least one raised dot and a maximum of six, on a Braille sheet, as shown in Figure 2.

The alphabet Braille is divided into two types, Grade 1 Braille and Grade 2 Braille. Grade 1 Braille is the most basic representations of letters, numbers, and punctuation. Grade 1 Braille is the most basic representations of letters, numbers, and punctuation and is represented by the following dot combinations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a} & \quad \text{b} & \quad \text{c} & \quad \text{d} & \quad \text{e} & \quad \text{f} & \quad \text{g} & \quad \text{h} & \quad \text{i} \\
\text{j} & \quad \text{k} & \quad \text{l} & \quad \text{m} & \quad \text{n} & \quad \text{o} & \quad \text{p} & \quad \text{q} & \quad \text{r} \\
\text{s} & \quad \text{t} & \quad \text{u} & \quad \text{v} & \quad \text{w} & \quad \text{x} & \quad \text{y} & \quad \text{z} \\
\end{align*}
\]

By itself, a Braille letter is assumed to be in lowercase. To show an uppercase letter, the capital sign is put in front of the Braille letter.

The number sign is used in the same way and put in front of the Braille first letters of the alphabet.

Grade 2 Braille, now because Braille books are so much larger than print ones, numerous contractions have been introduced to make them take up less space and faster to read. Contracted Braille is known as Grade 2, and is by far the most widely used. It makes use of approximately more than 300 contractions (in addition to the representations mentioned above.) A contraction is used to shorten the length of a word. Contractions for example, the word about representing two letters in Grade 2 already represent only three letters in grade2 make it much faster and easier for everyone to enjoy a Braille book, While the Grade1 of the number
of letters in Braille word be equal to the number of letters of any language to the same word Here are some examples [3, 4, 5 and 6].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{about} & \quad \text{in Grade 1} \\
\text{ab} & \quad \text{in Grade 2} \\
\text{already} & \quad \text{in Grade 1}
\end{align*}
\]

1.2 Related works

This section supply a survey of the literature related to Braille character recognition that were developed to get better Braille character recognition.

S. Padmavathi, Manojna K.S.S, Sphoorthy Reddy .S and Meenakshy .D in 2013 [13] this paper suggests a process to transform a scanned Braille document to text which can be read out to many through the computer. The Braille documents are preprocessed to enhance the dots and reduce the noise. The Braille cells are segmented and the dots from each cell is extracted and transformed in to a number sequence. These are mapped to the appropriate alphabets of the language. The converted text is spoken out through a speech synthesizer. The paper as well supplies a mechanism to type the Braille characters through the number pad of the keyboard. The typed Braille character is mapped to the alphabet and spoken out. The Braille cell has a standard representation but the mapping varies for each language. In this paper mapping of English, Hindi and Tamil are assumed. Accuracy of text conversion 97.8% - 100%.

AbdulMalik Al-Salman, Yosef AlOhali, Mohammed AlKanhal, and Abdullah AlRajihin 2014 [1] the proposed system has used some new techniques to recognize Braille cells using a standard scanner. The system has been tested with a wide set of A4 scanned Braille documents, both single and double sided, written in the Arabic language and scanned with several scanners. Overall, on single-sided and double-sided documents 99% of the dots are rightly recognized.

Shreekanth.T, V.Udayashankara in 2013 [12] for highlight on the existing Optical Braille Recognition (OBR) solutions in this study with special emphasis on dot recognition of the Embossed Braille Image characters using matching algorithm to match each of the input decimal arrays corresponding to a word against the Braille word lookup table If the word could not be found, then the word with the highest percentage of similarity would be selected and would be subjected to further corrections.

Aisha Musa, Hazem Hiary, Raja Alomari, and Loai Alnemer in 2013 [2] this system is very accurate, robust, and effective compared to the state-of-the-art systems, they suggest a fully system to recognize characters for a single side braille document. This system improved each step begin from the image acquisition until the Braille cell recognition last stage. The recognition ability ranges between 94% and 99%.
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Zainb. Authman, Zamen F. Jebr in 2013 [14] in this paper we have explained the development of an automatic system for recognizing printed Braille cells. It has been divided in different modules for each part of the image processing. For obtain this system, local and adaptive thresholding has been used, and shrinking mechanism is added to the system for make Braille cells shape's more regular to relent the next task of (OBR) system. This process has an activity and it take time only 17 sec. to recognize green Braille sheets and 21 sec. in recognize yellow Braille sheets.

1.3 Modify Multi-connect architecture associative memory [9, 10]

The MMCA associative memory comprise of a small architecture using the tinier size of the network, a steps that can be done by implementing the MMCA to a tiny number of nodes which makes the process of calculation for MMCA very fast and possible process in the real time. According to this principle, the network size is still fixed (but with two node) with a multiple connections between these two nodes. The number of connections between nodes consistent at two; this feature helps to deal with the smallest size of the network regardless of size of the patterns as explicated in Figure (3).

![Figure 3. The architecture of MMCA associative memory.](image)

Each neuron connected to the other neuron but not to itself as shown in Figure (3). These correlations between the neuron idealizes the corresponding weight for each vectors. The probable number of vectors is $2^2$, which that need to the two only of the weights. This is because the bipolar representation for half of these vectors is orthogonal to the other half and these orthogonal vectors have the same weights.

1.4. Modify Bidirectional Associative Memory (MBAM) [7-8]

The size of a Bidirectional associative memory (BAM) network (number of neurons in the network) is dependent on the pattern length utilized by the network (i.e., pattern with length ten requires a BAM network of size ten). Since MBAM is a modified BAM neural network, MBAM obeys the same size property. According to the first principle, the pattern will be segmented into a number of vectors with length two; this means that the size of the network will be fixed (i.e., two). Therefore, the network deals with parts of the pattern rather than of the entire pattern as one vector. This leads to the advantage of working with the smallest network size regardless of the pattern length, as well as multiple connections between the two neurons. (7-8)
The new architecture license the potential of avoiding learning the same vectors (which represents a certain part of the pattern) several times. This arrangement achieves the second principle described above. With a bipolar pattern representation, the elements will be either -1 or 1. The reason for choosing this length of vector is the shortest even length of any vector is two.

However, just as in the traditional BAM neural network, each node is connected to every other node but not to itself. These connections represent the corresponding weight of each vector in the pattern. Although the predicted number of vectors is, the number of connections will be just four, a feature that helps deal with the teeniest network size regardless of the pattern length. Technically, as with traditional BAM nets, this adapted net has two phases (learning and convergence phases). In this research, these two processes will be modified.

![Figure (4): The Modified bidirectional associative memory (MBAM).](image)

After presented the proposed new structure, it became important to provide algorithms that are approved this new structure for both learning and convergence phase.

**Algorithm 1:** of the learning phase for MBAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1.1</td>
<td>Repeat steps 1.1 and 1.2 to the end of training pattern ( p ) with code ( c ):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1.1.1</td>
<td>Divide the training pattern ( p ) to ( n ) vectors ( v ) with length two.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1.1.2</td>
<td>For each vector ( v ), repeat steps 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1.2.1</td>
<td>Assign the weight for each ( n ) vectors ( v ), weights matrix ( sw ) as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( sw_i = v_i + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1.2.2</td>
<td>Assign the stored vector’s weight ( sw ) as follow:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( sw = f(Decode) = \begin{cases} 0 &amp; \text{mean}0 \ 1 &amp; \text{mean}1 \ 2 &amp; \text{mean}2 \ 3 &amp; \text{mean}3 \end{cases} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>End.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm 2 (a):** The convergence code algorithm for MBAM.
Algorithm 2 (b): The convergence pattern algorithm for MBAM.

1.5 The proposed BCR Module

The general flowchart of BCR module as shown in Figure 5. Where the captured by a scanner is then processed by the system and the assessment results are storing in the text file. The details of each phase discussed in next subsection.
1.5.1 Image Acquisition

The role of scanner is just to scan the Braille sheet. Therefore, the Braille sheet scanned by using Brather Scan MFC-J470DW scanner with horizontal and vertical resolution 200 dpi. Image data are transferred from scanner to computer and stored in memory of the computer with JPG image format.

1.5.2 Preprocessing

The pre-processing phase consists in a set of operations that make the scanned image more suitable for the further phases:

1. The first operation performed to the image is the conversion to gray scale;
2. then the image converted into black and white format using the thresholding method
3. Next using dilation to expand the dots in braille image and to be clear, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. (a) complemented image, (b) An image after dilation](image)

1.5.2.1 Character Area Allocation

In this step Braille sheet is projected horizontally and vertically to located area for each character. Each character comprises four positions \((X_{up}, X_{low}, Y_{up}, Y_{low})\) which are lower and upper bounds of the character as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7: Charter zone represented by the quadruple \((X_{up}, X_{low}, Y_{up}, Y_{low})\).](image)

1.5.3 Character Recognition using MMCA and MBAM

At this stage, the output of the preprocessing stage will be implemented to a recognition algorithm in order to be converted to a text file. Two algorithms are used, the MMCA and MBAM to recognize the image, which are used in two phases training phase and analysis phase as shown in next subsection.
1.5.3.1 Training Phase
For MMCA, this phase will be applied on set of character as a training image during learn phase is implement for each character and save it in a lookup table in MMCA associative memory to be remembered during recognition process. For MBAM, this phase will be applied on set of character as a training image and set of code as code character, during learn phase is implement for each character and code then save it in a lookup table in MBAM associative memory to be remembered during recognition process.

1.5.3.2 Analyzing Phase
The analysis phase applied to analyze the BCR; this phase implemented for each braille image, to detect each character for it, the convergence phase of MMCA and MBAM using the lookup table that is built during the training Phase. Figure (8) illustrates the training phase and analysis phase steps to implement the MMCA and MBAM method respectively.

![Training and Analysis Phase Diagram]

Figure 8: the training and recognition phase steps to implement of MMCA and MBAM method.

1.6 Results for MMCA and MCA Associative Memory
To evaluate the performance and stability of the proposed BCR module, the Braille image scanned with Brother Scan MFC-J470DW scanner. The Braille image transferred from scanner to computer and stored with JPG format. Image dataset contained 46 samples, each sample image have (35-114) words and 896 letters (the space expiration as letter) as shown in Table (1.4). The images have taken with dimensions (1700 * 2338 pixels) and resolution 200 dpi (dot per inch).

In this experiment, accuracy result and process time was measured using MMCA and MBAM. The dataset is used in this research composed from 46 Braille documents. The average accuracy for correct letters was
98.26% for MMCA and 91.87% for MBAM, as shown in Figure (9).

![Figure (9): Accuracy of letters of each page by using MMCA and MBAM algorithms.](image)

The average accuracy for correct words was 95.11% for MMCA and 51.26% for MBAM, the accuracy words for each Braille image show in Figure (10).

![Figure (10): Accuracy of words of each page by using (MMCA) and (MBAM) algorithm.](image)

The average processing time around 11.5 sec for MMCA and 3.4 sec for MBAM per page, the time process for each braille image illustrate in Figure (11).

![Figure (11): Process time of each page by using MMCA and MBAM algorithms.](image)

The system is working for Grade 1 Braille English for purpose, in Figure (12) and (13) show some of the documents printed in Braille for the translation by the system, which translation from Braille to English text by using MMCA and MBAM algorithms respectively. Figures (12) and (13) show the original Braille image before and after using proposed BCR module. We can see in Figure (12) (b) that the translation was much clear and readable than Figure (13) (b).
The total number of words was (3940) and letters were (41216). The tested depend on Grade 1 Braille English. The experiments show that there are just 213 words and 813 letters for MMCA and 1992 words and 3347 letters for MBAM were unrecognized from the total number of words and letters (i.e. the 3940 words and 41216 letters respectively). Accordingly, the average accuracy was 95.11% words and 98.18% letters for MMCA and the average accuracy was 51.26% words and 91.87% letters for MBAM. The comparison between MMCA and MBAM illustrated in Table (1) and Figure (14).

Table (1): shows the accuracy results for MMCA and MBAM algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The algorithm type</th>
<th>number of pages</th>
<th>average accuracy for correct letters</th>
<th>average accuracy for correct words</th>
<th>average processing time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMCA</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>98.26%</td>
<td>95.11%</td>
<td>11.5 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBAM</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>91.87%</td>
<td>51.26%</td>
<td>3.4 sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure (14): the accuracy results for MMCA and MBAM algorithms.

It is obvious from the above figure that the accuracy of correct letters and words by using MMCA algorithm is higher than MBAM but MBAM has less time execution than MMCA.

Figure (15): Process time by using MMCA and MBAM.

The reasons to why the accuracy is not 100% are some pale dots in the input images and the rotation of the character location caused by the scanner. From the above figure the process time for MBAM is faster than MMCA because the processing for MBAM is less than MMCA.

1.7 Testing With Different Threshold Binary

In this experiment, using five braille images with different binary thresholds were applied with MMCA and MBAM associative memory. The results are shown in Table (2) and Table (3).

Table (2): The results with different thresholds using (MMCA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>By using (MMCA) Algorithm with different threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>58.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>55.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>76.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>66.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where:
P1, p2, p3, p4, p5: page1, page2, ....
L: accuracy for correct letters.
W: accuracy for correct words.

Table (3): The results With Different Thresholds using (MBAM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>54.46%</td>
<td>019. %</td>
<td>92.07%</td>
<td>51.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>50.55%</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
<td>86.83%</td>
<td>46.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>74.77%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
<td>92.85%</td>
<td>36.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>62.72%</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>88.28%</td>
<td>30.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>58.81%</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>89.73%</td>
<td>36.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>60.26%</td>
<td>1.65%</td>
<td>89.95%</td>
<td>40.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The threshold with 0.7 gives higher accuracy than other thresholds by using MMCA and MBAM associative memory as shown in Table (2) and Table (3).

Figures (16): Accuracy of correct letters and words by using MMCA with different threshold.
In experiment above use different threshold and made compression, the results with 0.7 thresholds as shown in Table (2) and Table (3) and Figure (16) give higher accuracy than other thresholds as shown in Figure (16) by using MMCA associative memory.

1.7.1 Testing with Different Mask size for dilation and without dilation for five pages:
In this experiment, using five braille images with Different Mask size for dilation, which applied with MMCA and MBAM associative memory. The results are shown in Table (4) and Table (5).

Table (4): The result With Different Mask size for dilation with (MMCA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Mask 3*3</th>
<th>Mask 5*5</th>
<th>Mask 7*7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>99.33%</td>
<td>97.24%</td>
<td>93.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results with Mask 3*3 size for dilation give higher accuracy than with other Mask sizes by using MMCA and MBAM associative memory as shown in Table (4) and Table (5).

Finally, the proposed module work is convert braille document to English language text and audio by using MMCA and MBAM associative memory networks. The braille image in this module does not use filters because these networks accepting high rate of noise and give high results.

### 1.8 CONCLUSION

Results Discussion and Analysis show that the proposed BCR average accuracy (MMCA) was 98.26%, for letter and 95.11% for word and average accuracy (MBAM) was 91.87% for letter and 51.26% for word. Thus, the results obtained from using (MMCA) algorithm better than the results obtained from using (MBAM) algorithm. This work focused on the development of an BCR for recognition single side English document via using a new techniques (i.e. associative memory with modify multi-connect architecture and Modify Bidirectional Associative Memory) paving the way to the future works to develop more efficient BCR in speed and accuracy using associative memory (may be after modified it). This work includes two stages preprocessing stage and the recognition stage the output of the recognition stage is converted into an audio signal. The input forms used in the experiments were Braille sheets. The scanned copies are then used as input to the proposed BCR.
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